The Humor of Monty Python Comes To Perry
As “Players” Celebrate Their 55th Anniversary Season
With The Hilarious Broadway Musical SPAMALOT
Monty Python (known as The Pythons) were a Comedy sketch group who created the Comedy
show Monty Python's Flying Circus. The show first aired on the BBC in 1969. Forty five episodes were
made over four seasons. The Python phenomenon of the TV series grew into something larger than ever
imagined; including stage shows, films, albums, books, and a Broadway Musical (SPAMALOT). The
influence of Monty Python on the world of comedy has been compared to The Beatles' influence on the
world of music. The Humor of Monty Python is billed as being pure silliness causing smiles as well as
hearty belly laughs. SPAMALOT is said to be the BEST of Python humor. In 2005 a poll was taken to
determine the recipients of an award called "The Comedian's Comedian". The results; three of the six
Python members were voted by fellow comedians to be in the list of….the Top 50 Greatest Comedians.
Monty Python’s SPAMALOT takes place in the time of the Crusades. Arthur, “King of the Briton’s”
has taken upon himself to begin a quest to find the “Holy Grail” He & his sidekick Patsy travel the land
in search of worthy men to join the quest. Arthur calls his band of men...THE KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE. During the course of their search, Arthur and his Knights find themselves in locations
that baffle the mind. Places such as (An Expensive Forest, a Mud Village, and even Broadway) But not
to worry...with the help of a very knowledgeable HISTORIAN, audiences will be escorted throughout this
hilarious adventure. You are invited to sit back...smile a little...laugh a lot…and in the true spirit of the
humor of Monty Python….…enjoy the crazy adventures of our Broadway Musical - SPAMALOT.
**If you have not ordered your SPAMALOT Tickets yet….Feel free to use the very convenient Ticket
Order Form offered to you in this issue of your PERRYITE. Note: (Our Perry Shows Sell Out FAST)

